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TO OUR PARENTS 
In these days the angel of topology and the devil of abstract algebra fight for 
the soul of each individual mathematical domain. 
H. WEYL 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let f : @” - @ be a homogeneous polynomial function with an isolated 
critical point at the origin. We view Y = (z E C” 1 f(z) = l} as a nonsingular 
algebraic variety with the Zariski topology. If  we consider Y as a complex 
manifold we write Y’. Let A = C[z, ,..., zn] and let I = (fi ,..., fn) be the ideal 
of A generated by the partial derivatives fi = i?f /azi . Work of Milnor [13] and 
Palamodov [16] shows that 
dim, ,4/1 = dim, Hn-r(Y’). 
In this paper we construct an explicit isomorphism 19 : A/I+ H+r(Y’) without 
assuming the equality of dimensions. I f  G C GL(n, C) is a group leaving f 
invariant then G acts on A/I and on H+l(Y’). The isomorphism we construct 
has the property 
B(m) = (det s) se(a), aEA/I, SEG. 
In “Singularities. II; Automorphisms of Forms,” forthcoming in Math. Annalen, 
we compute the representation of G on the graded vector space A/I and hence 
on the cohomology. 
To get a map from A to H”-r(Y’) it is natural to look at the Leray residue. 
Let 7 = dx, h ... A dz, . We may define a C-linear map from 4 to Hn(C - Y’) 
by a -+ [m/(f - l)], where [ ] denotes cohomology class. Combined with the 
Leray residue map [17, p. 581 
res : H”(Cn - Y’) -+ H”-l(Y’), 
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we get a C-linear map from A into ZP-l( Y’). This turns out to be a + [UT], where 
.*-Adz I\ ..*hdz,,, ,^ 
m is the degree off, and we view [uv] as a cohomology class on Y’. Unfortunately 
the kernel of this homomorphism is not equal to I; it is not even a graded sub- 
space of A. 
We proceed as follows. Let P = C[fi ,..., f,J be the subalgebra of A generated 
by the partial derivatives off. Let H be a homogeneous subspace of A such 
thatA=H@I. 
THEOREM. A = P oC H and the map p @ h -+ [p(O) hv] induces UTZ iso- 
mor~hismfiom A/I to Hn-l( Y’). 
+I$+ map is in fact 
p@h-+res[e]. 
Let f : (P, 0) -+ (C, 0) be the germ of a holomorphic function with an 
isolated critical point at the origin and let F, = {z E C=” 1 f(z) = e}. For suffi- 
ciently small E > 0 this is the Milnor fiber [13]. Let ~4 = @(a1 ,..., z,} be the 
local ring of germs of holomorphic functions from (C?, 0) to @ and let 9 = 
(fi ,..., f,J be the ideal of & generated by the partia1 derivatives off. Let B = 
@{fi ,**-, fn}. Then there exists a subspace .z? of z-z2 such that .sJ = 9’ @c &‘. 
We conjecture that for sufficiently small E > 0 the map 
p@h+res[e] 
induces an isomorphism from L&‘/Y to H’+l(F,). 
In most of this paper we work over an arbitrary ground field K of charac- 
teristic zero, and with a generalized notion of homogeneity defined in Section 
3. We prove that the map p @ h -p(O) hv induces an isomorphism from 
A/I to Hn-l(QB) when Qs = Qa,, is the complex of Kahler differentials of the 
coordinate ring B of the variety Y. This part of the argument is self-contained 
and requires nothing more difficult than some facts from commutative algebra 
which lie at about the level of the Macaulay unmixedness theorem. In case 
K = C the isomorphism Hn-l(QB) N H+l(Y’) follows from Grothendieck’s 
theorem [lo, 1] on the de Rham cohomology of algebraic varieties. 
We also prove that H~(.C$J = 0 for 1 < p < n - 2. Thus in case K = C, 
using Grothendieck again, we get H*(Y’) = 0 for 1 < p < n - 2. The vanishing 
of these groups is known from work of Far-y [8], who also showed that 
dime H+l(Y’) = (m - 1)” if f is homogeneous of degree m. The advantage 
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of our elementary algebraic method is that it allows us to compute cohomology 
for certain polynomials f with nonisolated critical points, as we shall see in a 
sequel to this paper. 
In the course of the argument we obtain formula (4.9) which gives an upper 
bound on dimK H+l(.Q,). Iff = sr2 + z a 2 then formula (Al) of the Appendix, 
which is a consequence of (4.9), yields 
hz,S Es -d(z,z;-l) + (k - 1) Z,“%, 
where w = 27. The reader is invited to compare this, in case K = R, with the 
integral formula 
h j sin” 0 di9 = -cos 8 sink-l 8 + (K - 1) j sink-2 0 de 
/ 
of elementary calculus. This integral formula leads to Wallis’ product for rr 
by a familiar argument. In the Appendix (4.9) is applied to other vari&es, 
and yields similar product formulas involving r-functions. In all cases we 
have computed, the product formulas are consequences of Gauss’ product 
formula for r(x). 
A tensor product decomposition like A = P @ H has been used by Chevalley 
[5] and Kostant [ll]. We found the constructions of Atiyath-Bott-Girding 
[l , Chap. I, Sect. 51 and their exposition of Grothendieck’s theorem very useful. 
We would like to thank P. Wagreich and M. Schlessinger for helpful conver- 
sations. 
2. KAHLER DIFFERENTIALS 
In this section we recall the facts we need about the complex of Kahler 
differentials. Most of these facts may be found in [4] or [15]. 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero. Let A be a commutative K-algebra. 
Give. A OK A the structure of A-module by defining a(~’ @ a”) = au’ @ a”. 
Let sZ,r = .Qr a,K be the quotient of A OK A by the submodule R generated by 
all elements of the form I @ au’ - a @ u’ - a’ @ a. Define a map dA from A 
to Q,l by d,u = (1 @) u) + R. The map dA is a K-derivation of A into QA1. 
The pair (QA1, dA) is called the module of Kahler differentials of A. It is uniquely 
defined by the following universality property. If M is an A-module and d: 
A - M is a K-derivation, then there exists a unique A-module homomorphism 
h: Qnal + M such that d = h dA . 
Let QA = A (sZ,l) be th e exterior algebra of Q,l over A. Let QAp = Ap(SZ,‘) 
and QAo = A. The map dA extends to a derivation of Q, which we also write 
as dA , with the properties ds2,p C Qz+r, dA2 = d, and 
dA(oI A 01’) = dAa A a’ + (-I)* a A dam’ 
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for all LxEQ~“, &EC?“. Let d”p be the restriction of dA to s2,p. Let 
H’(Q,) = ker d,‘/im drl 
be the cohomology groups of the cochain complex (In, , dA). 
Let ?ro : A + B be a homomorphism of rings. We view all B modules as 
A-modules using ?rD. From the definition of sZ,i it follows that there is a unique 
A-module homomorphism nJ : sl,r --+ Qsl such that ?r’ dA = dd. It follows 
from the universality of the exterior algebra Q” that there is for each p > 1 
an A-module homomorphism +’ : QAp + sZgp such that 
7r”(ctl A *-* A a,) = TAX, A *-a A &, ) 
for all 0~~ E In,l. Let w : Q, + Sz, be the A-module homomorphism whose 
res&ction to sZ,p is +‘. Then r dA = dBx. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let J = ker #. Then ker w is th ideal L of the algebra Sz, 
generated by J and dA J. 
Proof. The inclusion L C ker rr is clear. To prove the opposite inclusion it 
suffices to define a K-linear map p : Sz, -+ GA/L with the property &a) = 
ol+L,forallorESZ,. 
There is a well-defined B-module structure on sl,/L such that (?ra)(or + L) = 
acr + L for a E A, and a well-defined K-linear map 8 : B -+ s2,/L such that 
@(ma) = d,a + L. Th e map 0 is a K-derivation of B into the B-module GA/L. 
By the universality property of .Qxl there exists a B-module homomorphism 
9 : Qsl --f In,/L satisfying d~a) = OL + L for (Y E QnA1. We may extend this 
map to a K-algebra homomorphism ‘p: Sz, -+ sZ,/L such that ~(VCU) = (Y + L for 
all (Y E s2, . 
3. COHOMOLOGY IN DIMENSIONS l,..., n- 2 
Suppose n 3 3. Let x1 ,..., n x be indeterminates over K, and let A = 
K[x, 9..., x,]. Let q1 ,..., q,, be positive integers. Grade A so that xi has degree qi . 
Then A = @ A, where A, is spanned by monomials 4 .** x$ with jIqI + -a * 
+ jnqn = T. Elements of A,. are called quasi-homogeneous polynomials of 
degree r. These are weighted homogeneous polynomials of type (r/q, ,.. ., r/qn) in 
the terminology of Milnor [13, p. 751. Note that if f  E A, we have the Euler 
formula 
mf = f  qaxifi , 
i-1 
(3.1) 
In this section we prove 
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(3.2) THEOREM. Let f  be a quasi-homogeneous polynomial. Let i? be the algebraic 
closure of K. Assume that 0 = (O,..., 0) is the unique common xero in Rn of the 
partial derivatives fi , . . . , f,, off. Let B = A/(f - 1) A. Then Hp(QB) = 0 for 
l<p<n-2. 
For simplicity we agree to write homogeneous rather than quasi-homogeneous 
in the rest of this paper. All our rings are commutative rings with identity. 
Ring homomorphisms preserve the identity. The sequence a, ,..., arr of elements 
of a ring A, is called an A-regular sequence if for any x E A 
xai E (al ,..., a& => x E (a1 ,..., ai-J 
for i = l,..., 71, where (a, ,..., ai-,) is the ideal generated by a, ,..., aipl . Some- 
times the condition (a1 ,..., a,) # A is included as part of the definition. In our 
application of Lemma 3.4 we need the definition as given here. 
4 
(3.4) LEMMA. Let A be a ring. Let M be a free A-module ongenerators u1 ,.,.,4~, . 
Let a, ,..., a, be an A-regular sequence. Let w = Cjcl aiui E M. If  y  E AP M, 
l<p<n-l,andw~y=O,thenthweexistsy’~A~-lMsuch thaty= 
w A y’. 
This is due to de Rham [18]. In special cases the ideas involved appear in 
Darboux [6, pp. 73-761 and Lasker [12, Satz 11. The following lemma is implicit 
in Lasker’s work. It appears in [2, p. 137, Exercise 51. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let A = K[x, ,..., xn] and let f  satisfy the conditions of Theorem 
3.2. Then fi ,..., fn is an A-regular sequence. 
It follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 that if 01 E QAP, 1 < p < n - 1 and 
df A 01 = 0, then there exists 01’ E Qz-l such that OL = df A 1~’ [3, p. 1 lo]. This is 
equivalent to the acyclicity of the Koszul complex based on fi ,,.., f,, . We need 
the similar but more delicate statement (3.9) below. 
Let m be the degree off. In Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 we have to distinguish the 
special case in which m = 2qi for all i. In this case f  = C ciix,xj is a nondege- 
nerate quadratic form and each xi has degree m/2. We assume in this case by a 
linear change of coordinates that f  = C cixiz. 
(3.6) LEMMA. Let f0 = f  - 1. For 1 z$ i < n let ‘91ui = (fO , f ,  ,..., fi ,..., fn), 
where A means delete. Then there exists i, 1 < i < n such that Qlsi # A. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exist elements aik E A such that 
1 = 2 aikfk , i = l,..., 71, 
k=O 
where aii = 0. Since f, fi ,..., fn are homogeneous of positive degree, aio = -1 
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and thusfE b, for all i, where Bi = (fr ,..., /‘i ,..., fn). By Euler’s formula (3.1) 
it follows that xifi E !& and by Lemma 3.5 that xi E bi . Since b, C I we have 
I = (Xl ,..., x,). Since fr ,..., f% is an A-regular sequence we may apply [14, 
Proposition 4. lo] to get 
1 = dimKA/I = fi ($ - 1). 
This is a contradiction unless m = 2qi for all i. In this case by our choice of 
coordinates fi = cixi and the assertion is proved. Note that in the quadratic 
case we may have ‘& = A for all i, for example i f f  = xl2 + x,~ + xa2 - 2(x,x, + 
%%I +x2x2)* 
By relabeling the coordinates in K” we may assume that (fO ,..., fn-J $1 A. 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let g, = rrf . Then g, ,..., g, is a B-regular sequence. 
pToof. We show first that fO , fi ,..., fael is an A-regular sequence and there- 
fore g, ,..., g,-, is a B-regular sequence. For 1 < k $ n - 1 let (Xk: = (fi ,..., fJ 
and let (Xf = (f. , CQ. Let 9.X = (xi ,..., x,). Recall that the rank (sometimes 
called height) of a prime ideal b of A is the largest integer r for which there exists 
a chain 0 = VP0 < ‘$r < ... < ‘$,. = ‘$J of prime ideals. The rank of any ideal 
‘$l # A is by definition the minimum of the ranks of its associated primes. It 
follows from our assumption in Theorem 3.2 that (& includes a power of %R 
and hence has %JI as its unique associated prime. Thus rank K, = n. Since 
fi ,..,, fn are homogeneous, it follows from [9, II, p. 181, Satz 41 that rank 
(II, = h for k = I,..., n. 
Since (f. ,...,fn4) # 4 rank a,0 is defined for K = I,..., n - 1. Let ‘$JO be an 
associated prime of (KkO with rank (&O = rank ‘$0. Since ‘$Y > (&s >_ cl, there 
exists an associated prime ‘$ of (Xk with ‘@O I ‘$ [20, I, p. 211, Theorem 71. 
Since fi ,..., fk are homogeneous, ‘!@ is generated by homogeneous elements [20, 
II, p. 154, Corollary] and thus ‘$3 C !lB. Since 1 = f  - f .  E 9X + ‘$O, and clp C %R, 
it follows that PO # !$3. Thus 
rank ako = rank !$J” > rank ‘$J > rank (&. 
It follows that rank &s > k + 1. By the generalized principal ideal theorem 
[20, I; p. 240, Theorem 301, rank (X,0 < K + 1 and thus rank %:,O = K + 1. 
It follows from the Macaulay unmixedness theorem [20, II, p. 203, Theorem 261 
that for k = O,..., n - 1, fk is included in no associated prime of 6i-r , and hence 
by [20, I, p. 214, Theorem 111, that f.  , fi ,..., fnml is an A-regular sequence. 
It remains to show that if b E B and bgn E (gl ,..., g& then b E (gl ,..., g,+). 
Suppose bgn = Cyzi b,g, . Let yi = nxi . Then the Euler formula (3.1) gives 
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It follows that 
n-1 
bm = 1 (bwi + hwn) gi , 
i=l 
and thus b E (gl ,..., g,-r). Note that by (3.8), (gr ,..., gn) = B, which explains 
our convention in the definition (3.3) of a regular sequence. 
In order to simplify notation we write 52 = s2, , @ = aAP, and d = dA . 
I f  J = (j, ,..., j,),wherel<jjl,<nwriteI JI=pandu,=dxjlA...~dXjp. 
Since A is a polynomial ring, fip is a free A-module with basis consisting of the 
a,withlJl =pandj,<***<j,. 
(3.9) LEMMA. IfolgQp,l <p<n-landdfhol=Omod(f-l)Q,then 
there exists (Y’ E 52P-l such that 01 z df A CL’ mod (f - 1) 52. 
Proof. Let M be a free B-module on generators z,, . . . . z, . Define a K-linear 
mape:SZ-+hMby 
t?(a dxj, A vdxj,)=~(a)zjlh “‘AZ+ aEA. 
Then 8 is surjective, e(a A 01’) = (&x) A (&x’), and ker 0 = (f - 1)Q. By assump- 
tion e(df) A e(,) = e(df A LX) = 0. Since e(df) = g,z, + .a. +g,z, andg, ,..., g, 
is a B-regular sequence and 1 < p < n - 1, it follows from (3.4) that there 
exists y  E AD-lM such that e(a) = e(df) A y. Choose 01’ E P-r with e(&) = y. 
Then e(a) = O(df A 01’) and thus u = df A 01’ mod (f - 1)Q. 
Define integers qJ and q by 
QJ = c Qi and 4= 5 !lj* 
jo3 j=l 
(3.10) 
For any integer Y  let 
Q’(y) = @ ~%+a-rz-rnu~ 9 (3.11) 
jJI=P 
where we agree that A, = 0 for Y  < 0. Then 
m = @&P(Y), 
d@(r) C Q”+l(r), 




(3.15) LEMMA. If 01 E Qp, 1 < p < n - 2 and dol E df A GP, then there exists 
y E @‘-l such that 01 = dy mod df A i&‘-l. 
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Proof. By (3.12) we may assume amen for some t. We construct a 
sequence OL = a,, , ur , as ,... of elements of QP such that 
da,-, = df A 0~~ and cik E Q”(Y - km) (3.16) 
for k > 1. By hypothesis there exists cu, E 52p such that u’+, = df A aI . By 
(3.13) and (3.14) we may assume that 0~~ E @(Y - m). Suppose (Y,, , ori ,..., (Ye 
have been constructed satisfying (3.16). Then 0 = a%,-, = - df A dak . Since 
dor,EBp+randp < n - 2 we may apply Lemma 3.4. Thus there exists o~~+r E @’ 
such that da, = df A c++r . By (3.13) and (3.14) we may assume an+r E 529 (Y - 
km - m). 
Since @(r) = 0 for sufKciently negative r there exists k such that o~~+r = 0. 
Now construct, by descending induction, a sequence y&r , yk ,..., y,, of elements 
of Qp-l such that 
aj = -df A ‘yr+l + dyj (3.17) 
for all j = O,..., k. Choose yk+r = 0. Since A is a polynomial ring, the complex 
(Q, d) is acyclic, by the PoincarC lemma. Since dak = df A (Yk+r = 0 there exists 
yk E w-1 with ak = dyk . Thus (3.17) is satisfied for j = k. If y, has been con- 
structed for j 3 1 satisfying (3.17) then df A a, = df A dy, SO d(aj-1 f df A yj) = 
da,, - df A dyj = 0 by (3.16). The Poincare lemma assures the existence of 
7,.-r . The existence of y,, yields the assertion of the lemma. 
(3.18)LEMMA. LetL=dfA~+(f-l)ii?.~faE~p,l~p~n-2,and 
da EL, then there exists p E SW1 such that a - dp EL. 
Proof. By hypothesis there exist 8, y E 8 such that da = df A 0 + (f - 1)r. 
We may assume that 0 E GP and y E @‘+l. Then 
O=dda=df~(y-d@)+(f-1)dy. (3.19) 
ThusdfA(y-d0)s.O mod( f - 1)Q. Since p < tt - 2 it follows from Lemma 
3.9 that there exist y’ E @’ and y” E @+r such that y - de = df A y’ + 
(f - 1) y”. Substitute this in (3.19) to get 0 = (f - l)(df A y” + dy). Thus 
dy = -df A y”. By Lemma 3.15 there exists u E @ such that y s du mod 
df A G. Therefore 
da=dfn@+(f-l)y=(f-1)du mod df A f2, 
and thus 
d(a - (f - 1)u) = da - (f - 1) da - df A u E 0 mod df A ii?. 
Sincep < n - 2 we may apply Lemma 3.15. Thus there exists p E sd”-1 such that 
a-(f-l)u=dpmoddf~~soa--dp~L. 
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Now we may complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose /3 E QBp is a co- 
cycle, where 1 < p < n - 2. Choose 01 E 52~ such that TKX = 8. Then n dot = 
dBz-a = 0. Lemma 2.1 shows that ker m = df A l2 + (f - 1) Q = L. It follows 
from (3.18) that there exists p E an-l with (Y - dp E L and so /3 = dBvp is a 
coboundary. 
4. THE GROUP fP1(QB) 
Let P = K[f, ,..., f,J be the K-subalgebra of A = K[x~ ,..., x,] generated 
by the partial derivatives off. Let H be a homogeneous subspace of A such 
that A = H @ I. Since I contains a power of !& H has finite dimension. 
(4.1) LEMMA. The map #: P@,H+A dejned by #(p@h) =ph is an 
isomorphism of graded vector spaces. 
Proof. Since 0 is the unique common zero of fi ,..., fn in En it follows from 
[2, p. 136, Exercise 51 that A is a free P-module. Now the assertion follows 
from [II, Lemma 11. 
We identify P @ H with A. Every element p E a:-’ is a cocycle. Let [p] 
denote its cohomology class in Hn-l(QB). If OL, 01’ E SZn-l write 01 = 01’ if 
77~ = 7~01’. If 01, cz’ are cocycles write (Y N 01’ if [7ra] = [7701’]. Let 
w = jl (-l)“-’ qkxk dx, A ... A C$ A 1.. A dx, . 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let f E A be a (quasi-) homogeneous polynomial. Assume that 
0 is the unique common zero in En of the partial derivatives fi ,..., fn off. Let 
B = A/(f - 1) A. Then 0 : p @ h + [p(O) z-(hw)] is a K-linear mapping of A 
onto H+-l(Q,) with kernel I. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 occupies the rest of this section. 
(4.3) LEMMA. I _C ker 0. 
Proof. Let a 6 I. Let h, ,..., h, be a K-basis for H. Write a =CySlp,hi where 
pi E P. Let P+ = { p E P j p(0) = O}. Write pi = p,(O) + pi’ where pi’ E P+ _C I. 
Then Cr=, p,(O) hi = a - CF=l pi’hi is in H n I = 0. Thus p,(O) = 0 and e(a) = 
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Note that w = or,...,, . The symbol wJ is skew symmetric in its indices. Since 
Qr is a free A-module with basis consisting of the elements u, with 1 _I 1 = p and 
jl < *** <j, , and the symbol u, is also skew symmetric in its indices, we may 
define an A-linear map S : 8P + Qp-l for p > 1 by S(qJ) = wJ for all J. For 
p = 0 we agree that S = 0. Computation shows that S2 = 0 and in fact, if all 
qi = 1 the complex (Q, 6) is the Koszul complex based on x1 ,..., X, . Note that if 
all qi = 1 then S maps Qz,* into SzF;:, but in the general case neither d nor S 
preserves the A-grading. 
(4.5) LEMMA. Let u E A, . Let J = ( jl ,..., j,) and let (j, J) = (j, jl ,..., jS)). 
Let czj = &z/ax, and define qJ 11s in (3.10). Then 
Sd(aoJ) = i CZ~(~,~) = raoJ-da~wJ, 
j=l 
(4.6) 
d S(uu,) = q,aa, + da A w+, (4-7) 
(d S + S d) au, = (q., + r) au,. (43) 
Proof. It follows from the definition (4.4) of the wJ that w~,~J = qjxju, - 
dxj A W, . Thus, 
= il aj(qjXjuJ - dxj A wJ) = rauJ - da A wJ, 
where the last equality uses the Euler formula. Since dw, = q,uJ we have 
d S(uu.,) = d(aw,) = da A wJ + a dw, = da A W, + q,au, . 
One gets (4.8) by adding (4.6) and (4.7). 
Note that if qi = 1 for all i then (4.8) is the PoincarC lemma. 
(4.9) LEMMA. Let a E A, and let J = ( jl ,..., j,). Then 
d(SauJ) = q”m+ ’ n n -a C fiwm - C %w(i.an 
j=l j=l 
Proof. Let a = f and thus + = m in (4.6). Note that f = 1 and df = 0 
so (4.6) specializes to 
n 
muJ = C fw,3f, (4.10) 
j=l 
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From (4.6) and (4.7) we have 
ds(auJ) = (45 + y> u”J - g  +%.J) - (4.11) 
Now multiply the congruence (4.10) by a/m and substitute into (4.11) to get 
Lemma 4.9. 
(4.12) COROLLARY. If a E A, then (q - qj + r) ufjw N map, l\(i<#. 
Proof. Choose J so that (i, J) is an even permutation of (I,..., n) and apply 
Lemma 4.9. 
Lemma 4.5 and its consequences are used in dimensions p = n, n - 1, 
n - 2 in this paper. It is no harder to prove the general statements than the 
special cases. In dimensions n, n - 1 we shall use the following simplified 
notation. 
T  = %...,?I =dxlh...I\dx,, 
7j = (-l>j-‘ui ,..., f  ,..., n = (-l)j-‘dx, A *.a A sj A **. A dx, . 
Note that dxj A TV = T and w = Cj”=, qixjTj . 
(4.13) LEMMA. Every cohomology cluss of Hn-l(SZB) has the form [r(hw)], 
h E H. Thus Q;-’ = n-(Hw) + d&j;-‘. 
Proof. Since 7r ,..., 7, generate fin-l as A-module it follows that r~i ,..., rr’n 
generate Szg-’ as B-module. It follows from (4.10) with uJ = 7i that we may 
assume that the given cohomology class has the form [?~(aw)] for some a E A. 
Thus it suffices to show that given a E A there exists h E H with c2~ N hw. 
We may assume that a is homogeneous, say of degree Y, and argue by induction 
on Y. I f  Y  = 0 then the assertion is clear because 1 E H. Since A = H @ I and 
I = Afi + ..a -/- Af,, we may assume that a E Afi for some j. The assertion 
follows from Corollary 4.12 and the induction hypothesis. 
It follows from Lemma 4.13 that the map f? : A + Hn-l(QB) of Theorem 4.2 
is surjective. Thus by Lemma 4.3, Hn-l(QB) N A/ker B is isomorphic to a 
quotient of A/I. 
(4.14) LEMMA. Let 7 = m-b. Then df A 71 = fr. 
Proof. E,“=,fi dxi) A (& p,xjTj) = cj”=l PjfjxjT = mfr. 
(4.15) LEMMA. df A @-I = AfT + df A dlF2. 
Proof. The inclusion 2 follows from Lemma 4.14. For the reverse inclusion 
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it is sufficient to show that for any a E A, the element df A ard is a member of the 
right-hand side. Let a = S(aT,) and choose J so that a, = T$ . Using (4.11) we 
have da = (4 - pr + Y) UT~ - aiw, where ai = au/ax, . Multiplying this equation 
by df and using Lemma 4.14 we get 
(q - qi + Y) df A ari = maifr + df A da. 
If i < j define 71, = (-l)i+’ a, ,...,,...., f ,..., m and if i > j define 7rr = --Tag . 
Define rti = 0. Then &7t = & q5x5rji , and whenever i # j, dx5 A 755 = TV . 
Define a mapping q~ : Qne2 + A by 
df A da = y(a) 7, a E e--2. (4.16) 
(4.17) LEMMA. Let @ = g+(Af). I f  n 2 3 then @ = fCF2 + d@-8. 
Ifn=2then@=fSZO+K. 
* Proof. Suppose n > 3 and a EfQn-s + aXPa. Write a = fis + dy, where 
fi E San-s and y E Qn-S. Then df A da = f  df A dj3 = fa)7 so f#) = y(a) and 
therefore 01 E @. If n = 2 write a = fa + Iz when a E A and k E: K. Then 
df A da = f  df A da and again a E @. Suppose conversely that a E @. For any 
integer Y define as in (3.11) 
p-‘(r) = @ A,-+aj-dj 
@(I) = CD n &P--B(r). 
By (3.12) we may write a = C a(r), where a(r) E&P-~(Y). Write a(r) = 
c:,,..d ail(r) 7t5 , where ai5(r) E Al+ql+Qj-m and ail(r) = -P(r). Then 
da(r) = i (a?(r) - a?(r)) Tj = 2 i af5(r) Tj , 
i,j=l iJ=l 
where the subscript denotes partial differentiation, and thus 
It follows from (3.13) that cp(a(r)) E A, . S ince p)(a) E Af and f  is homogeneous 
we get p(a(r)) E Af for all Y. Thus @ = @@(I) so we may assume that a E 
P--B(r) for some Y and then y(a) is homogeneous of degree Y. 
Write v(a) = uf, where II E A, is homogeneous. By Lemma 4.14 df A 
da = (p(a) 7 = ufr = u(df A 7) and thus df A (da - ur]) = 0. It follows from 
(3.4) that there exists @ E @-a such that da - uq = df A /k Since w = EYE, q5x5T, 
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we have w E Q-i(m) and thus by (3.13) don - UT E P-l(r). By (3.14) we may 
assume that fl E JP2(r - m). Let y  = 01 - fp. Then y  E Q-s(r). Write y  = 
Cicj biirij , where bij E A r+Qi+gj-m . Apply (4.8) to bijTij , with q5 = q - qi - qj 
to get 
(d8 + 6 d) bii 7ij = (q + r - m) bii z-ii . 
Thus we have 
(9 + y - 4 Y 
In the last line we have used the fact 6w = a27 = 0. If  q + r - m > 0 then 
y  EfiF2 + dlF3 as asserted. If  q + Y - m = 0 and y  # 0 then bij # 0 
forsomei<jandthereforer+qi+qi-m~O.Thusq,+r+qi+qj- 
m = q + Y - m = 0 forces qJ = 0 and r + qi + qj - m = 0, so n = 2 
and bij E K for all i, j. 
4.18 LEMMA. Let S be a homogeneous subspace of A such that A = S @ Af. Then 
(9 A = Ok>o Sf k, 
(ii) rrA = as, 
(iii) * is injective on S. 
Proof. Since A = S + Af we have A = S + (S + Af) f  = S + Sf + Af 2. 
Iteration gives A = Ck>a Sfk. This sum is direct. For suppose sa + slf + ... 
+skfk = 0, where QES. Then s,ESn Af =O. Thus sr + s2f + *.. + 
sk f  k--l = 0 and by induction all sj are zero. This proves (i), and (ii) is an imme- 
diate consequence of(i). 
Suppose s E S and ns = 0. Then s = a(f - 1) for some a E A. Write a = 
so + s,f + ... + skf k for suitable si E S. Then 
0 = (s + SO) + ($1 - so) f  + “* + (sk - s,Z+1) f  k - sk f  k+l. 
It follows from (i) that sk = ... = s, = 0 and s + so = 0. Thus a = -s, 
so s = a(f - 1) = s - sf and s = 0. 
(4.19) LEMMA. B = ?TH @ ~#i’“-~). 
Proof. We have seen in the proof of Lemma 4.17 that Q, = @ G(r). Choose 
a subspace Y(r) of lF2(r) such that lF2(~) = Y(r) @Q(r) and let Y = @ Y(Y). 
Suppose n > 3. Then by (4.17) we have SZne2 = Y @ CD = Y @ (fQ*-2 + dsZ+3). 
Since y(fol) = fv(a) for all 01 E SZn-2 and v  vanishes on dP--3, we have 
p(-Qn-2) = 9(Y) +f$J(Q+“). (4.20) 
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If n = 2, then by (4.17) we have P = Y @ @ = Y 0 (fP + K). Since 
q(K) = 0, (4.20) holds for n = 2. Since (p(CP-a(r)) C A, it follows that 
f+@Fz(r)) = @P(r)) +fq@P-2(r - m)). Iteration gives 
dQ+VN = c 9vcy - W)f”, lea0 
where the sum is finite because fF2(r) = 0 for sufficiently negative Y. Thus 
pl(QR”-2) = &>o &P)fk. Therefore 
?vp(Q”-2) = 7&P). (4.21) 
Since df A Gin-l = Jr we may write Lemma 4.15 as 1 = &%-2) + A$ Since 
,(Qn-2) C q@‘) + Af we have I = p)(Qnea) + Af C v(Y) + Af C I. The last 
inclusion follows from the Euler formula (3.1) and the fact that ~$?a) C I. 
Thus, I = v,(Y) @ Af. The sum is direct because Y n Q, = 0. Let S = H @ 
9(Y). This sum is direct because A = H @ 1. Then A = H 0 v(Y) @ Af = 
S @ Af. It follows from Lemma 4.18 that B = WA = QTS = TH @ nq(Y). 
The sum is direct because n is injective on S by Lemma 4.18. The conclusion 
follows from (4.21). 
(4.22) LEMMA. L’;-’ = ?r(Hw) @ d&i’;-? 
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.13 we only need to prove that the sum is direct. 
Suppose ?r(hw) = dpa, where 01 E 51”e2. Then hw - da E ker r. By Lemma 2.1 
we have hw - da = (f - 1) fl + df A y, where /3 E CP2 and y  E Qnn-3. Then 
df A (hw - da) E A(f - 1)~. By Le mma 4.14 and the definition of CJJ we get 
mhf - v(a) E A(f - I), so mh - p)(m) E ker 7r. Thus mh = 0 by Lemma 4.19. 
Now we may complete the proof of Theorem 4.2. In view of Lemmas 4.3 
and 4.13 it suffices to show that ker B C I. As in Lemma 4.3 let 4 ,..., h, be a 
K-basis for H. Suppose e(C p,hJ = 0, where p, E P. Then there exists fi E ai-’ 
such that n(C pi(O) hp) = d&3. By Lemma 4.22, rr(Cp<(O) hp) = 0. Since 
H C S, x is injective on H by Lemma 4.18, so Cp,(O) hiw = 0. Since the hi 
are linearly independent over K, pi(O) = 0 for all i and therefore C p,h, E I. 
5. DE RHAM COHOMOLOGY 
In this section we consider the case K = @. Let f : Cfl -+ C be a homogeneous 
polynomial with an isolated critical point at the origin. We view Y = {z E Cn 1 
f(z) = l} as a nonsingular algebraic variety with the Zariski topology. If  we 
consider it as a complex manifold we write Y’. 
Let ftr = QrIr be the complex of sheaves of algebraic differential forms on Y. 
Then sZ,p = r(Y, Szrp) is the module of global sections of Qr* and thus 
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H~(.Q,) = ZP(r(Y, Qr)). Let Qr, be the complex of sheaves of holomorphic 
differential forms on Y’. According to Grothendieck [lo, l] the canonical 
mapping of r(Y, Qr) into r(Y’, J&s) induces an isomorphism 
HP(T( Y, i&)) CT! HD(l-( Y’, q-3)) 
of cohomology groups and thus there is a canonical isomorphism 
HqJ-2,) 'v HP(T(Y', f&f)) (5-l) 
between the cohomology of the complex of Kahler differentials of the ring B 
and the cohomology of the complex of holomorphic differential forms on the 
manifold Y’. We view the algebraic differential form p(O) hw E Q, , defined in 
Section 4, as a holomorphic form on Y’ and let [p(O) hw] denote its de Rham 
cohomology class. Combining (5.1) with the results of Section 4 we get 
(5.2) THEOREM. Let A = C[z, ,..., z,]. Let f E A be a (quasi-) homogeneous 
polynomial with an isolated critical point at the origin. Let I = (fi ,..., f,J and let 
P = @[fl ,..., fn]. Let H be a (quasi-) homogeneous subspace of A such that A = 
HOI. ThenAEP&Handp@h+ [p(O) hw] is a C-linear mapping of A 
onto the (n - 1)-dimensional de Rham cohomology of Y’, with kernel I. 
This amounts to the theorem stated in the Introduction since w = mq. 
APPENDIX: PRODUCT FORMULAS 
In case f = ~12 + x22 formula (4.9) with / = (2) reads 
d(ax,) = (I + 1) ax,w - a,w, aE.4, (-41) 
where w = xi dx, - xa dx, . For K = [w we may view the elements of sZ,r as 
differential forms on the unit circle. For simplicity of notation we use the same 
symbol for 01 E Q, and PZ E Szs . Let k > 2 be an integer, let a = .+x-” and 
substitute xi = cos 0, x2 = sin 0. Then (Al) becomes 
d(sin”-i 0 cos 0) = k sin”-2 0 cos2 0 d8 - sinke2 0 de. 
Since cos2 e = 1 - sin2 8, we get 
d(si&l 0 cos 0) = (k - 1) sinkd2 0 de - k sin” 0 de. 
This leads to Wallis’ product for rr by a familiar argument. 
One might try to obtain more general products using (4.9) with different f. 
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Iff=xl*+.**+Xnm we let y  be the singular chain on the hypersurface 
f”(1) defined by 
where 
t, = (1 - tlrn - mm* - t;-J”“. 
Choose an element a E A,, which vanishes on ay and an index set J with 
] J ] = n - 1. By Stokes’ theorem 
I d(awJ) = s, UwJ = 0. 
Y 
In (4.9) choose J so that ( j, J) is an even permutation of l,..., n. Since qi = 1 
for all i, we have qJ = n - 1, so (4.9) yields the integral formula 
(n - 1 + Y) l xyzw = 5, up. (-43) 
For suitable choice of u, iteration of (A3) leads to a product formula for certain 
definite integrals. The integrals involved are related to Dirichlet integrals and 
have the form [7, Sect. 977, p. 1671 
1 
I I 1 . . . o q-1 . . . tin4-lt~-m dtl . . . dt,-l = ml-n %/m) e.0 r(i,/m) n-1 0 r((i, + **- + &J/m) ' (A4) 
where t, is given by (A2). I n a 11 cases we have computed, the product formulas 
obtained using (A3) are consequences of Gauss’ product formula [7, Sect. 874, 
p. 651 for the r-function. Therefore we simply give an example to illustrate the 
method. 
Letf = xl3 + %a3 and a = X,X, L-3 Then (A3) with j = 1 becomes . 




=3k-2 ’ 3k-5 ..’ 4 * go 1 
m  n 3 9 
I 
3k+l -3k 
- 3k-1 '--"'6'311' k-4 5 2 
3k - 3 
I 
3k+2 
=3k-‘3K--2”‘7’;?12- 3k 3k-3 6 3 
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From (A4) we have with suitable orientation of y  
I, = 4 r(i)” q g-1, I1 = Q r(g) I-($), I2 = 1. 
Note that for any choice of integers to , [I , E, with to + [I + 8, = 0 we have 
lim 1’OI” IE” k-T 3k 3?~+1 3k+2 = 1 ’ 
Choosing tO = 5; = 1, 6, = -2 we get the following product formula for r( 4) : 
. 
(3k t, 1)” ’ 
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